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I will be very honest and to the point in explaining the 
purpose of publishing this book.

The objective clearly is to make a genius out of an 
ordinary child. Indeed, it is a long-term investment plan. 
Now, you might want to stop reading further and think 
it is yet another book on the racks that is just trying to 
earn revenues. However, it is not that. This book has a 
very interesting revenue-generation model. This book 
is a very long-term investment and the profits through 
it will accrue not if you buy this book, but actually abide 
by at least 10 per cent of its content. Our revenue will 
come in the form of happier and successful individuals, 
motivated and aspiring youth, fewer frustrations, 
healthy relationships, and a flourishing culture, honest 
and responsible citizenry... In all, a better place to live in 
and, of course, a better place to do business in.  

Hence, this book is just a humble effort by our team to 
do our bit for the future generations and for the society 
as a whole. 

All of us have portions of the good, the bad, and the 
ugly somewhere within us, and sometimes we all get 
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confused about which part of us should become our 
personality and which part of it should decide the course 
of our lives. This book discusses all such elements that 
may bring about a change in our think-believe patterns 
and also guides us on keeping the good alive within us 
and confronting the bad and the ugly.

It is about really identifying yourself or your pupil. It is 
about, as Gandhi said, being the change that we want 
to see in the world. It is about being.

I would not have been able to write or express the 
concept myself had I not implemented the principles 
contained in the book on my own daughter who was just 
an average student. I have not written anything out-of-
the-box. There is no saintly advice or overflowing gyaan. 
The book is simple assemblage, in simple conversational 
tone, of what the greats have said, what the greats have 
done, and what can one do to be the great himself. It 
is about finding a genius within your child. It is about 
helping her to perform to the fullest possible potential.

Deepak Agarwal
Head - Knowledge Based Content
AIETS.com Pvt. Ltd.
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PREFACE
India is a land of diverse cultures, religions and has a 
hoary past. From times immemorial Indians have been 
storehouses of knowledge. Before the British came to 
India universities such as Taxila and Nalanda attracted 
even foreigners. Swami Vivekananda’s speech in the 
parliament of religions at Chicago enthralls us even 
today. Then where did we go wrong? No where. The 
circumstances were not conducive. But today, the Time 
is ripe. India is slated to be the next global superpower. 
The economy is booming. The GDP is soaring. Against 
such a background we want our own children to explode 
into the world that beckons them. We want to give them 
weapons today so that they can take the world by storm 
tomorrow.

Education has always been a priority with us in India. It 
will help us to polish or smoothen out the rough edges 
and lend a sparkle to their potential. Our world has 
changed for the better. It is a world which runs on the 
wheels of ideas; where knowledge is power. In such a 
scenario India stands supreme.
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Earlier the developed countries required fuel (crude 
oil) for growth, which was provided by the Middle East 
Countries making them rich overnight. Today the fuel 
required is knowledge based skilled manpower. This 
fuel shall be provided by us-INDIA.

It sounds like a dream - an impossible ideal. True! it is a 
dream. But this dream is rooted in reality. It is estimated 
that nearly 3 million jobs will he generated in the IT or 
IT-enabled sections alone by the year 2020. It is not only 
the job sector that beckons to them. They can make their 
presence felt in any given field of their choice. Today 
the environment is so conducive that people are able 
to make full-fledged professions out of their hobbies or 
passion in life.

With the help of the tools provided in this book we 
can tap the hidden potential in our children so that we 
can make geniuses out of them. Thus creating an India 
which is fearless, powerful and knowledgeable with 
equal opportunities for all.
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Chapter 1

Do you know a genius?

Who’s a genius?

The best answer to this query lies in yet another question: 
Am I a genius? Or have I ever tried to be one?

Imagine everybody in the world answering this query 
honestly and taking account of all the efforts they have made 
for the betterment of their lives, for the achievement of their 

Great men are meteors that burn so that the earth may be 
lighted.

~ Napoleon Bonaparte
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